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NEXT ONE YELLOW FOX
ANTON IS THERE
INNOVATIVE AND APPRECIATIVE 
EBADGER BATTERY PACK
WIMMER IN DOWN UNDER



Andreas Wimmer

Is that something special? Yes, yes. The Bauma is a very good mood 
barometer for the current and future economic situation, a good 
opportunity to present new products, as well as to exchange ideas 
with our existing customers and to get to know new potential  
customers. The length of the sentence alone highlights the import-
ance of Bauma to us.
The mood was excellent and the number of visitors to our stand was 
higher than ever. This should make us extremely optimistic for the 
coming year, but I don‘t really want to believe that the general eco-
nomic influences such as high inflation, rising energy costs, high 
interest rates and a terrible war that is still raging in Ukraine are not 
having an impact on the construction industry.
Of course, I would prefer that these factors would leave the cons-
truction industry untouched. This will not be the case in certain 
cases! Some areas will not perform as well, but there are still areas 
that will continue to perform, if not better.
 
In all likelihood, infrastructure will remain a well-functioning 
area. A division for which we presented new products at Bauma.
Our eBadger and yellowFOX® (see pages 6 and 10).
We have developed an Anton app for you so that you can check the 
availability of attachments in our rental park quickly and at any 
time. Simply download it from the App Store or Google Play and 
try it out (see page 4).
And we are working on new exciting products that didn‘t make it 
to Bauma, but which we would like to present to you next year.  
Be curious!
 I would like to thank you, dear business partner, for this year 2022 
and look forward to the new year 2023 with all its challenges.
 
As we like to say here in Salzburg: ”Thank you for this year and 
please for the next one!“
 

Best regards
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The Wimmer rental park has been a fixed and important part of our 
day-to-day business for many years. Over 140 attachments are availa-
ble for short and long-term rentals throughout Austria. ANTON - the 
Wimmer rental park app - is now available so that you can check the 
availability of the required tool more quickly and independently in 
the future.
Easily accessible via the App Stores and the Google Playstore or online 
via wimmer-mietpark.at. You can now find the required rental device 
directly on your mobile phone in just a few steps.

”We don‘t just have to ask about the attachment tool and the rental 
period. We also need other important information such as the size of 
the excavator, the type of quick-change system and clarification of the 
leakage oil line,” reports Mike Wörndl, Head of Internal Sales. That‘s 
why programming the digital Wimmer rental park tool wasn‘t that 
easy.

Registration, go!

All registered users also receive price information. If everything fits, 
the booking will be confirmed in the app. The further processing then 
happens by e-mail via an order confirmation. Rentals can also be ex-
tended, canceled or repeated via the user profile. An extension of the 
online tool is already being worked on. For example, drill rigs or tun-
nel excavators cannot yet be booked directly via the tool.

In our spring issue we reported on the first two of our four 
core brand values. With Specialized and Dynamic, we focus 
on quality and solution orientation. These two values are now 
supplemented by two other important properties: 

Innovative. 

We have courage for new things. We are always open to new 
things. We question, want to understand and learn from mis-
takes. New concepts and technologies are the driving force be-
hind our innovative strength. This is how we continue to deve-
lop, become more efficient and are ready for the future.

Appreciative. 

We meet at eye level. We stand for flat hierarchies, respectful 
interaction and exchange at eye level. A good atmosphere in 
which people like to work together and have fun, the Wimmer 
team, business partners and customers is important to us.

Why do we care about values?

Values are an important element of every corporate culture. 
Wimmer has developed, grown and experienced a certain reor-
ientation in recent years. So it was time to take a look at where 
we stand in terms of content.

Make it four.  
Our company values.

W I M M E R - O N L I N E  R E N T A L  P A R K C O R P O R A T E  V A L U E S

We are working intensively on new concepts and technologies

Introducing ANTON 

ANTON is a convenient tool for us and our customers to see 
in real time whether the right Wimmer rental equipment is 

available. Head of Internal Sales“.
Mike Wörndl-Aichriedler, Head of Internal Sales

Appreciation is one of the keys to success 

Specialized 
Dynamic 

Innovative

Appreciative

Four company values 

Í ANTON Mietpark App Download!

Welches Werkzeug möchtest Du mieten?

< zurück @

Hydraulikhäm- Fräsen Kompressor

Brecherlöffel Bodenverdich- Vibrationsram-

Greifer Zangen ALLU
Seperations-

Soon available on the

In 4 steps to your tool booking.

1.  Selection of the tool category
2.  Excavator weight (in tons) known
3.  Information about the adapter plate (manufacturer, size)
4.  The desired rental period

Welche Adapterplatte wird benötigt?

Du brauchst noch mehr Informationen zum Wimmer Werkzeug?
Auf unserer Website findest du Produktblätter zu allen Werkzeugen.

Welches Schnellwechselsystem 
wird verwendet?

Hersteller

Adapterplatte

Baggergewicht 12 to4

Quality without compromise. 
Three words that clearly express what we stand for, how we work and who we are.

Compromises are for the negotiating table. We don‘t compromise when it comes to the quality of our products. 
From the raw material to the logo, everything has to be perfect. There are no stopgap solutions. Perfection allows 
no compromise.
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More than 350 visitors visited us on Friday, September 16, 
2022 for the first Wimmer Open House in Thalgau.

That afternoon, doors and gates were opened and a look 
behind our scenes was made possible. As part of factory 
tours, visitors were guided through the company’s factory 
halls and offices and were able to view all the products up 
close. In addition, young and old could try their hand at 
a welding simulator and driving an excavator. Tunneling 
was also simulated using VR goggles. As part of career 
talks, Wimmer apprentices and employees talked about 
their tasks and their careers in the company

Wimmer Open House 

”We wanted to show who we are and what we do. And: 
we are of course actively looking for motivated employees 
and apprentices. With success: after our event, we recei-
ved a full load of applications”, says Andreas Wimmer,  
Managing Director of Wimmer International. 

A colorful children‘s program has been put together for 
the little ones, including painting excavator shovels, face 
painting, a bouncy castle and much more. Another high-
light were two stunt shows by BMX professional Senad 
Grosic and his team.

After the great success, it will probably be repeated in 
2023.

Externally, the BlueBadger and the eBadger have the same design. Under the hood, 
however, the two tunnel excavator models are fundamentally different. With the 
eBadger, the internal combustion engine and the engine control have been replaced 
by electrical components. The power of the 50 kW electric motor is matched to that 
of the diesel counterpart with 53.7 kW.

The e-excavator thus achieves higher hydraulic performance due to a 15% higher effi-
ciency than the Blue Badger.

In propulsion mode, the excavator is coupled to the high-voltage cable and supplied 
with power via the cable during the working process. A newly developed lithium-ion 
battery enables the device to be moved to and from the next location in the tunnel 
without being tied to the mains.

The battery is sufficient for around 50 minutes of use and is automatically charged 
during operation. It was developed by the manufacturer Miba Battery Systems from 
the Upper Austrian Mühlviertel.

The battery has a dead weight of around 350 kg and is therefore an additional rear 
weight for the powerful tunnel boring excavator. It is detachable and can therefore 
also be charged externally.

I N N O V A T I O N A  L O O K  B E H I N D  T H E  S C E N E S

Premiere for the Wimmer Open House

  The eBadger battery  
 loads during the 
working process

eBadger Battery-Pack

To use opportunities of electrification as
growth drivers - it takes one

strong partnership.We are proud to be part of 
Wimmer International

Project eBadger with our battery systems
from Bad Leonfelden and look forward to it

looking forward to continued good cooperation“. 
F. Peter Mitterbauer, CEO Miba 

The dream of driving an excavator was made possible

miba.com
The battery pack comes from the Mühlviertler company Miba Battery Systems

In the career talks, apprentices and employees talked about working at Wimmer

E-supply in mains operation

n  by means of a trailing cable and  
 cable trolley system
n  required power supply 400VAC / 50 Hz  
 voltage - current 125A

Power Supply via Battery-Pack

n  Nominal capacity 75 Ah
n  Nominal energy content 52 kWh
n  Nominal voltage 691,2 V

Andreas Wimmer and Peter Mitterbauer  
at BAUMA 

Í Here is the video of the open house
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Tools for special tasks

In the future, Wimmer will also be used for drilling on the 
Australian continent. Three AB2300 T-23 Climb drill rigs 
have already been delivered Down Under. The drilling rigs are 
equipped with different flushing heads for different drilling 
situations. Everything is possible, from blast hole drilling to 
anchor drilling to down-the-hole-hammer drilling.

The drilling carriages are delivered as drilling units on three 
Menzi M545 X walking excavators. The compressors for the 
excavators are also from Wimmer. Likewise the drilling equip-
ment - drill steel, drill bits, down-the-hole hammers and pipes, 
as well as service and spare parts.

The client for this major order is the still young company NA-
VIQ. The company is an expert in drilling foundations, slope 
stabilization, meshing, rockfall barriers and other engineering 
structures in remote, hard-to-reach areas
Australian outback.

The founder and managing director is Austrian-born Michael 
Neururer, who has been living in Australia since 2018. Mi-
chael holds degrees in Business Administration and Project 
Management and is a Level 3 Rope Access Supervisor and 
Rescue Specialist with 13 years of experience. During 13 ye-
ars managing some of the most complex and hazardous rope 
access and geotechnical projects in challenging environments, 
he developed proficient skills in leadership, project and risk 
management, and health and safety.

Big Potential

”Mining and infrastructure projects have enormous potential 
in Australia. The level of construction machinery technology 
is sometimes really far behind what we use in Europe. There 
is really great potential for Wimmer and NAVIQ“, confirms 
Herbert Ellmauer, Head of Sales at Wimmer. 

NAVIQ stands for Nature Adventure Vision Quality. The 
young company from the Sunshine Coast on the east coast 
of Australia develops solutions for the most demanding in the 
earthworks, mining, energy and resource sectors.

”Michael‘s energy and enthusiasm is contagious,“ says Herbert 
Ellmauer, Sales Manager at Wimmer.

A grab for the tunnel

Tunnel arch grabs are special attachment tools for tunnel 
construction to erect the large and heavy tunnel arch profiles.  
We have developed a flexible, new concept for our French cus-
tomer ENCO. It has now become a radio-controlled tunnel 
arch grab with interchangeable gripping units and interchan-
geable clamps that make it possible to grab 11 different tunnel 
arch profiles with a radius of up to 5 meters and a weight of up 
to 846 kg. The process of changing the gripping units or the 
interchangeable clamps on the gripping units can take place 
directly on site, i.e. in the tunnel.

W I M M E R  G O E S  A U S T R A L I A C U S T O M  M A D E

Michael Neururer, NAVIQ founder & Chief Vision Officer

New partner in Down Under

The man with the funny beard and the 
big smile on his face: Michael Neururer

The shells of the Oyster 6.0 close completely.  
Like that the fine, contaminated powder can be easily removed and loaded.

Walking excavators and mounted drill rigs for Australia
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Änderungen

 Schutzvermerk ISO16016 beachten

Wimmer Hartstahl GmbH&CoKG
Wimmer Felstechnik GmbH
5303 Thalgau Austria
Wimmer International CZ spol s r.o.
37001 Budêjovice Cêské

 

www.wimmer.info

Freimaßtoleranz ISO 2768 m

Zeichnung
14.04.2022
14.04.2022

muellegger
muellegger

Werkstoff:  
Datum Name

Oyster 6.0
Sonderschalen SB1200
OY60DARSTELNG01

 
 1 

A2

C:\CAD\Produkte\Greifer\SG60\OY60DARSTELNG01.idw ISO E

Konstruktion

 
 

1240

24
36

3139

Inhalt: 2,526 m³
Gewicht: ca.4000kg

2208

The requirement was that the grab 
is able to lift different tunnel profiles 
without having to mount a different 

tunnel arch grab to match the respective 
profile on the carrier device each time“.

Ralph Hellerich, designer

naviq.com.au

Special gripper with closed shell

The contaminated site N 6 ”Aluminium slag landfill“ is an 
aluminum slag landfill site on the south-western edge of Wie-
ner Neustadt, classified as a hazardous site. An estimated one 
million tons of aluminum slag are stored in the landfill, which 
was filled between 1974 and 1991 with waste from the wood 
and textile industries and aluminum dross dust. Special tools 
are required to handle this highly toxic material appropriately.

We already delivered the first gripper of this type in 2019. The 
’new‘ one is now a backup and has been reinforced, taking into 
account the experiences made so far.
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Y E L L O W  F O X N E W  B A G G E R 

The new tunnel excavator  
from Wimmer

Health and safety is top priority

Working conditions in underground mines are still 
among the toughest in the world. Occupational sa-
fety must therefore be a top priority. An automatic 
fire extinguishing system is installed in the excava-
tor. An emergency stop button at the rear and in 
the cabin provide additional safety. In addition, a 
reversing camera and a side camera as well as the 
optional Blaxstair person detection system ensure 
more protection on the construction site. The driver 
is supported by this system and warned if a person 
is detected in the danger zone.
Recalm‘s noise cancellation system is available as an 
option for more working comfort in the cab.

For this new excavator we need a partner  
with experience and someone who, 

like us, delivers top quality.  
My father started working with Liebherr  

and I am delighted that I can now continue  
it on this project“.

Andreas Wimmer, CEO

Wimmer has always been known for its niche products. 
This is also the case with the new tunnel excavator: the 
22-ton heavyweight Yellow Fox can be used for working 
heights from 4.2 m.

The basis for the Yellow Fox is a Liebherr platform that 
is specially made for Wimmer. This is not a standard 
platform, but a special version: a Liebherr 914 Compact 
Litronic superstructure with a Liebherr 920 Compact 
Litronic undercarriage. As with the Badger family, the 
excavator boom is custom-made by Wimmer.

Versatile Usage

The tunnel boring excavator is suitable not only for tun-
neling using a tunneling bucket, but also as an ideal car-
rier for various attachments. The standard equipment on 
the Yellow Fox includes the Tunnel A-Lock quick-change 
system with the SUVA type examination certificate.

The standard built-in central lubrication system is filled 
with a flame-retardant Safety Fluid hydraulic oil. The 
push rod is better than the traditional excavator in ear-
thmoving and demolition because the bucket cylinder 
is fully protected and no falling rocks can damage the 
piston rod or cylinder. A danger that exists in tunnel 
construction.
 

People detection system Blaxstair & fire extinguishing 
system as important security components

Reinforced drive

Special tunnel swivel arm with 2x45° swivel bearing

n  Operating weight: 22 t
n  Engine power: 90 kW Tier 4 Final Stage
n  Working height: 4,2 - 7m
n  Tear force: 115 kN
n  Breakout force: 120 kN
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The frequency on our stand at BAUMA 2022 was overwhelming! 
From day one we were able to welcome many customers and part-
ners to our stand. But a large number of valuable new contacts 
were also made in Munich this week. Interesting conversations, 
many inquiries and new ideas leave us very positive.

The feedback on our presented new products - the eBadger with 
battery pack and the yellowFOX - confirms that we are on the 
right track with our developments. The concept of the eBadger 
with cable and battery will be the future of tunnelling. Zero 
emissions on the construction site and climate-friendly construc-
tion remain the key issues.

The yellowFOX is another milestone for Wimmer to show our ex-
pertise in tunnel construction. With its 22-tons operating weight, 
the boom optimized for the tunnel and a comprehensive safety 
package, the yellowFOX is now ready for its first use.

B A U M A  2 0 2 2

Thanks for your visit

The BAUMA is and remains the most im-
portant leading trade fair for us - customer 

care and customer acquisition in a great en-
vironment. Now we can start the year 2023 

full of motivation and well utilized“.
Andreas Wimmer, CEO

ÍWimmer imagevideo 2022 


